Our Covid Pledge
What we do to protect our diners and workers from Covid-19

We will: Make sure all restaurant workers **wear masks at all times**, and all guests wear masks at all times when not eating, especially when interacting with workers.

We will: Ensure that all restaurant workers **have been vaccinated**—unless they are medically exempt—to protect themselves, their families, their co-workers, and diners, and wear masks according to local guidelines.

Make sure ventilation systems are functioning properly, clean, and operating whenever workers or diners are on the premises; and increase air filtration and fresh air circulation to the maximum possible extent.

Screen all restaurant workers for symptoms every day; help workers find nearby testing sites and encourage them to get tested frequently; screen arriving diners and help them make a future reservation if they have had Covid symptoms in the previous 10 days or been exposed to anyone with Covid in the previous two weeks.

Make sure all restaurant workers wash or sanitize their hands hands often, and routinely clean and sanitize high-touch surfaces and objects.

Make sure all restaurant workers maintain safe distance from other people—ideally **at least 6 feet** and all diners maintain safe distance from people outside their party.
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